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Abstract  40 

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the dorsal thalamus is the primary recipient of the two 41 

eyes’ outputs. Most LGN neurons are monocular in that they are activated by visual stimulation 42 

through only one (dominant) eye. However, there are both intrinsic connections and inputs from 43 

binocular structures to the LGN that could provide these neurons with signals originating from 44 

the other (non-dominant) eye. Indeed, previous work introducing luminance differences across 45 

the eyes or using a single-contrast stimulus showed binocular modulation for single unit activity 46 

in anesthetized macaques and multiunit activity in awake macaques. Here, we sought to 47 

determine the influence of contrast viewed by both the non-dominant and dominant eyes on LGN 48 

single-unit responses in awake macaques. To do this, we adjusted each eye’s signal strength by 49 

independently varying the contrast of stimuli presented to the two eyes. Specifically, we 50 

recorded LGN single unit spiking activity in two awake macaques while they viewed drifting 51 

gratings of varying contrast. We found that LGN neurons of all types (parvo-, magno-, and 52 

koniocellular) were significantly suppressed when stimuli were presented at low contrast to the 53 

dominant eye and at high contrast to the non-dominant eye. Further, the inputs of the two eyes 54 

showed antagonistic interaction, whereby the magnitude of binocular suppression diminished 55 

with high contrast in the dominant eye, or low contrast in the non-dominant eye. These results 56 

suggest that the LGN represents a site of pre-cortical binocular processing involved in resolving 57 

discrepant contrast differences between the eyes. 58 

 59 

 60 

 61 

 62 
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Significance  63 

A fundamental feature of the primate visual system is its binocular arrangement, which affords 64 

stereovision and hyperacuity. A consequence of this arrangement is that the two eyes’ views 65 

need to be resolved to yield singular vision, which is normally accomplished by fusion or 66 

suppression of one of the eye’s inputs. This binocular processing has been shown to occur in 67 

cortex, subsequent to thalamic processing. Here, we show that neurons in the lateral geniculate 68 

nucleus receiving excitatory retinal input from one eye can be suppressed by high-contrast visual 69 

stimulation of the other eye, indicating that the geniculate serves as a pre-cortical site of 70 

binocular processing. 71 

 72 
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Introduction 84 

The lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) is the main recipient of the outputs of the two eyes 85 

in primates. Its anatomical organization raises the question of the role it plays in resolving 86 

binocular inputs to support singular vision. In diurnal primates, the LGN comprises distinct 87 

layers and virtually all neurons within each layer receive direct inputs from only one eye (Kaas et 88 

al., 1972). Neurons within a layer receive input from one eye and neighboring layers contain 89 

neurons that receive input from the other eye. Congruent with their inputs, almost all LGN 90 

neurons are monocular, exclusively excited by stimulation of one eye. Nevertheless, LGN 91 

neurons might interact across layers (Campo-Ortega, Glees, Neuhoff, 1968; Saini and Garey, 92 

1981) or receive inputs from structures with binocular neurons (Lund et al., 1975; Hubel and 93 

Wiesel, 1968). The effects of these influences could manifest as a difference in magnitude of 94 

visual responses under binocular stimulation relative to monocular stimulation.  95 

Studies in cats have well-established that spike rates of most LGN neurons are altered by 96 

binocular stimulation (Sanderson et al., 1971; Schmielau and Singer, 1977; Xue et al., 1987; 97 

Tong et al., 1992; Sengpiel et al., 1995). Binocular modulation also occurs in the primate. Unlike 98 

in the cat, related work in macaques has not focused on visual contrast. Instead, previous work 99 

on binocular modulation either introduced luminance differences across the eyes (Rodieck and 100 

Dreher, 1979; Schroeder et al., 1990) or introduced stimuli at one contrast level (Marrocco and 101 

McClurkin, 1979). One reason to address this question in macaques is that cat LGN differs 102 

anatomically from primate LGN (reviewed by Dougherty et al., 2018).  Assessing binocular 103 

modulation in the LGN as a function of visual contrast in both eyes would reveal how 104 

interactions between the eyes is influenced by the strength of each eye’s signal. Contrast-105 
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dependent binocular interactions in the LGN could have implications for known psychophysical 106 

phenomena, such as interocular suppression. 107 

The primate LGN is composed of three major cell classes—parvocellular (P), 108 

magnocellular (M), and koniocellular (K) neurons—with known functional and anatomical 109 

distinctions. Known differences in contrast sensitivity among these parallel pathways (Shapley et 110 

al., 1981; Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Norton et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1989a; Sclar et al., 1990) 111 

as well as their physical distribution could impact whether contrast-dependent binocular 112 

interactions occurs for these groups. Based on the studies that assessed general binocular 113 

modulation, it remains unclear whether this modulation occurs only for M or both P and M 114 

neurons (Marrocco and McClurkin, 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979). Furthermore, whether K 115 

neurons, intercalated between different eye-dominant layers, show binocular modulation in 116 

macaques is an outstanding question. Recent work in anesthetized marmosets, focusing on K 117 

layers, found that about one third of K neurons get excitatory binocular input (Zeater et al., 118 

2015), and that most K neurons with excitatory responses to high-contrast stimuli were 119 

suppressed by binocular stimulation (Belluccini et al., 2019). A second question is how binocular 120 

modulation of single neurons may be impacted by anesthesia, as anesthesia is known to affect 121 

binocular processing in this structure (Schroeder et al., 1988). Only one study thus far has 122 

considered LGN binocular processing in the awake state (Schroeder et al., 1990). However, these 123 

measures were based on population spiking, which could have included spikes from neighboring 124 

eye-dominate layers.  125 

We sought to determine how visual contrast viewed by both eyes impacts the visual 126 

response of LGN neurons receiving direct input from one eye only in awake primates. To do this, 127 

we varied the contrast of stimuli shown to the eyes independently to adjust the signal strength 128 
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each eye carries. Two macaques viewed drifting sine-wave gratings presented to one or both 129 

eyes while spiking of LGN neurons was recorded with a linear multicontact electrode array. We 130 

found that significant binocular modulation occurred when a high contrast stimulus drove the 131 

non-dominant eye while a low contrast stimulus was presented to the dominant eye. Individual 132 

LGN units showing this pattern comprised P, M, and K groups. This result suggests that 133 

inhibitory input from the non-dominant eye can suppress LGN neurons in awake primates only if 134 

the dominant eye input is too weak to overcome this inhibition. In other words, there is a weak, 135 

antagonistic relationship between the two eyes’ signals within primate LGN that only becomes 136 

evident at certain interocular contrast differences. This finding resolves earlier discrepant 137 

findings as to types of neurons showing binocular modulation, and suggests that the LGN is a 138 

pre-cortical binocular processing site that may initiate resolving discrepant contrast differences 139 

across the eyes.  140 

 141 

Materials and Methods  142 

Two adult monkeys (Macaca radiata, one male) were used in this study. All procedures 143 

followed regulations by the Association for the Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory 144 

Animal Care (AAALAC), the University’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 145 

(IACUC) and National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines. Each monkey received nutritionally 146 

complete food biscuits, quantity based on recommendation by the veterinarian, in the morning 147 

and afternoon every day. In addition, animals were provided fresh produce and other forms of 148 

environmental enrichment on five or more days a week. The animals were water regulated 149 

during the weeks that the experiments were carried out. They were trained to fixate and received 150 

juice reward following completed trials.  151 
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 152 

Surgical Procedures  153 

Before experiments began, each monkey underwent two separate surgeries carried out under 154 

sterile conditions. In the first surgery, the animals were implanted with a custom-designed plastic 155 

head holder. In the second surgery, a craniotomy was made and a plastic recording chamber 156 

(Crist Instruments) was implanted. The craniotomy was centered on stereotaxic coordinates 157 

above the lateral geniculate nucleus (anterior-posterior: 7 mm, medial-lateral = 12 mm). The 158 

head holder and the recording chamber were attached to the skull using either transcranial 159 

ceramic screws or titanium screws (Thomas Recording) and self-curing dental acrylic (Lang 160 

Dental Manufacturing). Animals were administered isoflurane anesthesia (1.5-2.0%), and vital 161 

signs, such as blood pressure, heart rate, SpO2, CO2, respiratory rate and body temperature were 162 

continuously monitored throughout both surgeries. Following surgery, each monkey was 163 

administered analgesics (buprenorphine) and antibiotics (ceftiofur sodium, unless otherwise 164 

directed by the veterinarian) by intramuscular injection. Researchers, facility veterinarians, and 165 

animal care staff closely observed the animals for at least three days following surgery.  166 

 167 

Visual Display  168 

Stimuli were presented on a linearized cathode-ray tube monitor with a refresh rate of 169 

either 60 Hz with resolution 1280 × 1024 (for 1 unit) or 85 Hz with resolution 1024 × 768 (for 170 

50 units), or on a linearized LED (VPixx) display with a refresh rate of 120 Hz with resolution 171 

1920 x 1080 (for 15 units). Visual stimuli were generated using custom-written code for 172 

MonkeyLogic (Asaad et al., 2013) in MATLAB (R2012-2014, The MathWorks) on a PC 173 

operating Windows 7 or Windows 10 with an NVIDIA graphics card. The stimuli were viewed 174 
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through a calibrated stereoscope consisting of infrared-light passing cold mirrors (Edmund 175 

Optics) (Figure 1A). The experimental setup was configured so that the animal’s right eye 176 

viewed stimuli presented on the right side of the monitor and the animal’s left eye viewed stimuli 177 

on the left side of the monitor. A black, non-reflective septum was placed between the monitor 178 

and the back side of the mirrors, effectively dividing the left and right sides of the apparatus, in 179 

order to prevent light scatter from one side of the monitor to the opposing eye. 180 

 Infrared-light sensitive cameras, placed directly behind the cold mirrors on the 181 

stereoscope, were used to track gaze position with commercially available eye tracking software 182 

(Eye Link II, SR Research). Both eyes were tracked using two separate cameras in the majority 183 

of recording sessions. Gaze position was converted to an analog signal and inputted to 184 

MonkeyLogic/MATLAB (NIDAQ PCI-6229) at 1 kHz. The stereoscope was calibrated to 185 

facilitate binocular fusion of the left and right sides of the monitor using a behavioral task that 186 

relied on acquiring the same gaze position for corresponding locations on each side of the 187 

monitor at the beginning of each recording session. In this task, the animal was required to move 188 

their gaze position to a single fixation cue that was placed at the center of the left side of the 189 

monitor—shown to the left eye only—and gaze position was recorded. The single fixation cue 190 

was moved to 8 other locations one-at-a-time, spaced equidistant from the left monitor’s center 191 

up to 10 deg. Gaze position was recorded for each cue location. This procedure was repeated for 192 

the right side of the monitor. Then, gaze positions for corresponding cue locations from the left 193 

and right sides of the monitor were compared. Overlapping gaze positions for corresponding cue 194 

locations suggest the mirrors are optically aligned for binocular fusion. We confirmed that 195 

binocular fusion could occur by showing a central fixation cue to the left eye and right eye in 196 
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alternation, monitoring for any change in eye position. An oval aperture or set of intersecting 197 

circles in each corner was displayed at the edge of each half-screen to further aid fusion.  198 

Cone-isolating stimuli were generated by convolving the monitor (R, G, B) channel 199 

spectral power distribution with absorbance templates (Lamb, 1995) for cones with peak 200 

sensitivity in short– (S, 420 nm), medium– (M,  530 nm) or long-wavelength (L, 558 nm) bands 201 

of the visible spectrum. Monitor spectral power distributions were measured using a PR-655 202 

photometer (Photo Research). Cone templates were adjusted to account for lens absorption and 203 

pigment self-screening assuming axial absorbance of 0.15 and outer segment length 20 nm. No 204 

correction for macular pigment was incorporated because the vast majority of receptive field 205 

eccentricities were above 2 deg. 206 

 207 

Neurophysiological Recordings and Data Acquisition  208 

Following the second surgery, the location of the LGN was mapped by sampling different 209 

locations of a grid with 1 mm spacing (Crist Instruments) that was placed inside the chamber 210 

(Figure 1B). Specifically, a linear multicontact array (V-Probe, U-Probe, Plexon Inc.) with 211 

either 24 or 32 contacts of 0.1 mm inter-contact spacing was lowered through a guide tube 212 

placed within the chosen grid hole. After the probe tip left the guide tube, it was moved at rate of 213 

about 10 μm/s to reach the LGN. Each encountered receptive field was first manually mapped 214 

using drifting sine-wave gratings, Gabor-filtered sine wave gratings or rectangular bars of high 215 

contrast and luminance. These stimuli were moved on the display while the animal fixated a 216 

central cue. The stimulus was then placed in corresponding RF locations in both eyes to verify 217 

that excitatory responses were monocularly driven. The geometry of the LGN and angle of 218 

approach meant that sometimes spiking on several electrode contacts could be stimulated by the 219 
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same stimulus (~2.5-5 deg diameter), but this was not always the case (Figure 1C). In all, 29 220 

sessions of LGN data were recorded with a linear multicontact array, and 11 sessions were 221 

recorded with a standard single-contact tungsten microelectrode (FHC Inc).  222 

During each session, extracellular voltage fluctuations (filtered at 0.5 Hz – 30 kHz) were 223 

recorded inside an electromagnetic-shielded booth.  These signals were amplified, filtered and 224 

digitized using a 128-channel Cerebus® Neural Signal Processing System (NSP; Blackrock 225 

Microsystems). A band-pass filtered (0.5 Hz – 7.5 kHz) signal sampled at 30 kHz was saved for 226 

offline analysis. The NSP system also digitized the analog output of an infrared-based eye 227 

tracking system (EyeLink II, SR Research) and the output of a photodiode (OSI Optoelectronics) 228 

that was placed on the monitor to timestamp stimulus-related events. The NSP also recorded 229 

digital event codes that were sent from the behavioral control system (MonkeyLogic, Asaad et 230 

al., 2013).  The photodiode signal and event markers were used to align the neural data with 231 

visual and behavioral events.  232 

All neurophysiological signals were extracted offline using custom written code in 233 

MATLAB (2016a and 2019a; The Mathworks, Inc.). Single neurons were extracted with 234 

KiloSort (Pachitariu et al., 2016), using default parameters for sorting and cluster merging, with 235 

a few exceptions such as changing the threshold to detect spikes to 2.5 standard deviations. For 236 

all multicontact electrode sessions, the results of KiloSort were viewed in Phy, an open source 237 

analysis package (https://github.com/cortex-lab/phy). Using Phy, clusters were manually split or 238 

merged when appropriate, and were rated for isolation quality. The channel on the probe on 239 

which the cluster was recorded was determined using code from the University College London 240 

Cortex Lab (https://github.com/cortex-lab/spikes).  241 

Spike rates were downsampled to 1 kHz. For each neuron, spike times were converted to 242 
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a time-varying signal using 0 to represent time points without a spike and 1 for time points where 243 

a spike was detected. The time-varying signal was then convolved using a Poisson distribution 244 

resembling a postsynaptic potential (Sayer, Friedlander, Redman, 1990), with the spike rate ( ) 245 

computed at time ( ): 246 

( ) = 1 − exp (− ) ∗ exp (− )  

where  and  are the time constants for growth and decay, respectively. Values of 1 and 20 247 

for  and  respectively were used based on previous studies (Hanes, Thompson, Schall, 248 

1995). After convolution, units were converted to spikes per second by multiplying the signal by 249 

the sampling frequency.  250 

Experimental Design and Statistical Analysis  251 

During each session, data were collected while the animal viewed drifting sine-wave gratings of 252 

varying contrast presented to one or both eyes (this paradigm is hereinafter referred to as the 253 

binocular contrast paradigm). The animal was required to fixate within a 1-2 deg radius around 254 

the central fixation cue (0.5 deg). All gratings were presented at temporal frequency of 4 Hz 255 

(except for one session at 8 Hz) and spatial frequency of 1 cyc/deg. Within each recording epoch, 256 

gratings were presented at constant orientation (N = 27 units horizontal, N = 19 vertical, N = 10 257 

non-cardinal).  258 

 In addition to the binocular contrast paradigm, we collected data to identify whether 259 

neurons belonged to the P, M, or K subclass of LGN neurons. For 27 sessions, we collected 260 

spiking data while we presented cone-isolating stimuli designed to modulate along the L+M+/L-261 

M-, L+M-/L-M+, or S+/S- axes in DKL color space (Derrington et al., 1984; Lee et al., 1989a). In 262 

each trial, the animal fixated while a cone-isolating stimulus with temporal frequency of 4 Hz 263 
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and spatial frequency of 1 cycle deg-1 drifted over the RF location of either the dominant eye, or 264 

both eyes simultaneously for ~1000-1100 ms. For 12 other sessions, we collected spiking data 265 

while we presented alternating (red-to-green or blue-to-yellow) color patches to the receptive 266 

field while the animal fixated. We used converging evidence, including the shape of the contrast 267 

response curves, the responses to the spectral stimuli, and contextual information from 268 

multicontact arrays (chiefly, recording depth and the character of background multiunit activity) 269 

to label each unit as part of the P, M, or K functional streams (Shapley et al., 1981; Derrington et 270 

al., 1984; Derrington and Lennie, 1984; Norton et al., 1988; Lee et al., 1989a; Sclar et al., 1990; 271 

White et al., 2001). If the overall spike density function across a single file with the binocular 272 

contrast paradigm had a mean of less than 1.9 spikes/s, we excluded the cluster from further 273 

analysis. We also excluded units that had ambiguous or atypical contrast response functions.  274 

 To assess the stability of the units during the binocular contrast paradigm, we summed 275 

the spike counts of the time-varying, trial-aligned spiking data for the period 600 ms before 276 

stimulus onset through 1300 ms following stimulus onset. We computed a running average 277 

(movmean.m from MATLAB, with window length equal to 20 ms) of these counts across trials, 278 

then identified likely points of instability in the mean spike rate (findchangepts.m from 279 

MATLAB). We removed periods of instability using this algorithm. We checked the results of 280 

the algorithm for each unit. In rare cases, we manually removed periods of instability based on 281 

judicious visual inspection.  282 

Neurons were further analyzed if they were recorded for at least 12 trials for monocular 283 

and binocular conditions, each with 0.5 contrast or higher. For each unit and for every trial, we 284 

computed the autocorrelation on the time-varying, trial-aligned spiking data for the period 285 

between 0 ms to 1100 ms relative to stimulus onset. We normalized the autocorrelation for each 286 
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trial by dividing by the total number of spikes in that trial. We then calculated the power spectral 287 

density (PSD) of the autocorrelations using a method designed to extract oscillatory components 288 

from 1/f-trending data (Wen and Liu, 2016). We refer to the PSD for the oscillatory (rhythmic) 289 

components as the oscillatory PSD, and for the (arrhythmic) 1/f components as the fractal PSD. 290 

Recorded units were considered to show significant visual response if two requirements were 291 

met: 1) power of the oscillatory PSD at the grating drift frequency exceeded the power of the 292 

fractal PSD at that same frequency for blank (no stimulus) trials based on a one-tailed t-test ( = 293 

0.05), and 2) the power of the oscillatory PSD at the grating drift frequency exceeded the power 294 

of the fractal PSD at the same frequency based on a one-tailed t-test (  = 0.05).  295 

Responses to visual stimuli were based on the power of the oscillatory PSD at the grating 296 

drift frequency. Binocular modulation was assessed by the percent difference between the 297 

monocular response and the binocular response for each unit. Outliers (values that were more 298 

than three scaled median absolute deviations from the median) were excluded from both the 299 

figures and statistical analyses. Distributions of binocular modulation were fit with a non-300 

parametric kernel smoothing function, with a normal distribution shape for the component 301 

curves, in MATLAB.  302 

Statistical significance of individual units was estimated using receiver operating 303 

characteristic (ROC) analysis, comparing binocular responses to the monocular responses for 304 

each unit (perfcurve.m in MATLAB).  Specifically, we used the power at the drift rate of the 305 

stimulus based on the oscillatory PSD described above, or the F1 response. To assess 306 

significance, we ran a random (Monte Carlo) shuffle control in which we shuffled, with 307 

replacement, across both conditions, creating two surrogate conditions. We then calculated the 308 

ROC curve for these surrogate comparisons. Because we tested for both binocular suppression 309 
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and binocular facilitation, we used a threshold quantile of 0.975 for  = 0.05.  Specifically, if the 310 

area under the curve exceeded the 0.975 quantile of the shuffled distribution of AUC values, the 311 

unit was considered to show significant binocular modulation for that condition. One exception 312 

to this criterion is for the data shown in Figure 6B, where units showing suppression at  = 0.2 313 

(or AUC greater than 0.9 of the shuffled distribution) were included to increase N. To determine 314 

the direction of the modulation (binocular suppression or facilitation), we compared the means of 315 

the binocular and monocular conditions. If the mean response was greater under binocular 316 

stimulation than monocular stimulation, we deemed the neuron to show binocular facilitation; 317 

under the converse condition we deemed the neuron to show binocular suppression. The contrast 318 

levels used across recording days was not perfectly consistent. To consolidate data for population 319 

averages, we grouped the following contrast ranges: 0.0, 0.025 – 0.05, 0.106 – 0.135, 0.318 – 320 

0.368, 0.8 –1.0. These ranges were based on clustering of the contrast levels sampled across 321 

units. For visualization, data are presented at the median value of the relevant range.  322 

 323 

MRI 324 

MRI was used to aid electrode placement. Animals were anesthetized using the procedure 325 

outlined above then placed in a Philips Achieva 3T MRI scanner (80 mT/m gradient strength, 326 

200T/m/s slew-rate; Koninklijke Philips N.V.) Vital signs were monitored continuously. T1-327 

weighted 3D MPRAGE scans were acquired with a 32-channel head coil equipped for SENSE 328 

imaging. Images were acquired using a 0.5 mm isotropic voxel resolution with the following 329 

parameters: repetition time (TR) 5 s, echo time (TE) 2.5 ms, flip angle 7°. 330 

 331 

Code Accessibility  332 
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Custom-written code used for this study is available from the corresponding author upon request.  333 

 334 

Results  335 

Our primary goal was to determine how visual responses of LGN neurons in awake primates are 336 

influenced by the eye from which they do not receive direct retinal input (the non-dominant eye). 337 

In common with prior work in anesthetized animals (Tong et al., 1992; Sengpiel et al., 1995; 338 

Belluccini et al., 2019), we tested this question by varying the contrast of the stimulus presented 339 

to each eye, thereby adjusting the relative strength of the signal each eye carried. In the following 340 

sections, we first consider whether the presence of stimulus in the non-dominant eye impacts 341 

visual response to stimuli presented at different contrasts to the dominant eye. Then, we consider 342 

how binocular modulation is impacted by the contrast in the non-dominant eye. 343 

One important feature of our experimental setup was that all stimuli were presented 344 

through a calibrated mirror stereoscope (Figure 1; Methods). Thus, we were able to hold mean 345 

luminance constant across both eyes and avoided effects of short-term monocular deprivation 346 

that can arise if one eye is patched (Zhou et al., 2015; Lunghi et al., 2015; Binda et al., 2018, 347 

Wang et al., 2020). Under monocular conditions, the dominant eye of the recorded neurons was 348 

stimulated at either low (0.12), medium (0.34), or high (0.9) contrast levels. In pseudo-349 

randomized separate trials, the dominant eye viewed the same (low, medium, or high contrast) 350 

stimulus while the non-dominant eye was presented with either a high (0.9) or medium (0.34) 351 

contrast stimulus. In total we collected spiking data from 56 LGN single units (41 units in 352 

monkey I34, 15 in monkey B52) across 40 sessions (27 sessions in I34, 13 in monkey B52). Note 353 

that while we used multicontact arrays, we were unable to record from multiple units 354 

simultaneously for most sessions. The reason for this limitation is that we entered the brain 355 
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orthogonal to the cortex above the LGN, and because of the shape of the LGN, the receptive 356 

field locations across the probe did not typically align. The benefit of the multicontact array was 357 

that the multiunit hash on the contacts provided context of the location of the electrode in the 358 

brain.  359 

Macaques tend to make fixational eye movements such as microsaccades as well as small 360 

shifts in initial fixation position from trial-to-trial. In this study, variability in initial fixation 361 

position from trial-to-trial was substantial enough to presumably cause LGN receptive fields to 362 

shift in spatial position with respect to the stimulus. This variance in initial fixation position, and 363 

therefore initial phase of the grating stimulus over the RF, could cause the LGN spiking 364 

responses exhibit eye movement-related shifts in phase, both across and within trials (Figure 365 

2A). For example, the range of the initial (mean position between 0 and 15 ms post-stimulus 366 

onset) horizontal and vertical eye positions was 0.99 deg and 1.4 deg, respectively, for a file 367 

from the session shown in Figure 2A. We obviated this problem by calculating the 368 

autocorrelation of spikes for every trial (Figure 2B), followed by averaging to yield the phase-369 

aligned linear response to the stimulus (a grating drifting at 4 Hz) (Figure 2C).  370 

We first identified each LGN neuron as P, M, or K by analyzing their respective 371 

responses to stimuli of varying spectral content and contrast (see Methods; Lee et al., 1989b). 372 

Responses to different spectral (cone-isolating) stimuli are shown for example P, M and K units 373 

in Figure 3. In all, we identified 20 P, 30 M, and 6 K neurons based on their spectral responses 374 

(see Methods). The average contrast response functions (CRFs) of each of these groups matched 375 

expectations based on previous reports (Figure 4) (Shapley et al., 1981; Derrington and Lennie, 376 

1984; Norton et al., 1988; White et al., 2001). 377 

 378 
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Binocular modulation as a function of contrast in the dominant eye 379 

We first considered whether there was a difference between binocular stimulation and monocular 380 

stimulation of LGN neurons in general. To test for binocular modulation across the entire 381 

sample, we calculated the percent difference between monocular responses and binocular 382 

responses, with the same contrast in the dominant eye and contrast above 0 in the non-dominant 383 

eye. The median percent difference between monocular and binocular conditions was  384 

-2.65%, with no significant difference from 0 (Wilcoxon signed-rank, p = 0.11) across the 385 

distribution. Therefore, there was no effect of binocular stimulation if contrast levels were not 386 

considered (Figure 5A).  387 

 Next, we evaluated whether binocular modulation depends on contrast shown to the 388 

dominant eye. When we considered stimulation of the dominant eye at high, medium, and low 389 

contrast levels, a clear pattern emerged:  non-dominant eye effects were present when the 390 

dominant eye was stimulated at low contrast (Figure 5B; median: -9.95%; Wilcoxon sign-rank, 391 

p = 0.0024) but not at medium (median: 2.58%; Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.35) or high (median: -392 

0.73%; Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.77) contrast levels. Based on the distribution and median of 393 

the sample, binocular modulation was predominantly suppressive. Therefore, stimulating the 394 

non-dominant eye tended to reduce spiking responses of LGN neurons when the dominant eye 395 

was stimulated at low contrast.  396 

 We next considered if binocular modulation was specific to one or more LGN subclasses. 397 

To do so, we assessed whether there was a significant difference between monocular and 398 

binocular stimulation for each unit in our sample that we had identified as P, M, or K as 399 

described above. We found significant binocular modulation in units belonging to all three (P, 400 

M, and K) subclasses (Figure 5B). This analysis also revealed more instances of binocular 401 
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suppression than facilitation at every contrast level in the dominant eye. There was no clear 402 

division across subclasses with respect to binocular modulation, except that none of the sampled 403 

K units showed significant modulation when high contrast was delivered through the dominant 404 

eye. These findings suggest that weak stimulation of the dominant eye allows for – 405 

predominantly suppressive – influences of the non-dominant eye across all major types of LGN 406 

neurons. This result motivated us to investigate more closely the effect of the non-dominant eye. 407 

    408 

Influence of the non-dominant eye 409 

As a next step, we compared effects of a medium and high contrast stimulus delivered 410 

through the non-dominant eye. Doing so, we found that significant suppression occurred only 411 

when we presented a high contrast stimulus in the non-dominant eye and a low contrast stimulus 412 

in the dominant eye, though a medium contrast stimulus in the non-dominant eye trended 413 

towards significance (low contrast: Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.013; medium contrast: Wilcoxon 414 

sign-rank, p = 0.058, Figure 6A). In other words, significant suppression across the sample was 415 

limited to instances where the suppressive drive from the non-dominant eye was strong and the 416 

excitatory drive from the dominant eye was low (and thus perhaps insufficient to override the 417 

suppressive influence).  418 

If the non-dominant eye influences LGN responses of the dominant eye in a contrast-419 

dependent fashion, we would expect a trend with respect to the fraction of LGN units that show 420 

significant suppression across the contrast range. We thus considered the percentage of units 421 

showing binocular suppression (ROC analysis, = 0.2) as a function of contrast in the dominant 422 

eye (Figure 6B). Using a high contrast stimulus in the non-dominant eye, we found a negative 423 

slope (linear regression, slope = -7.26, p = 0.16, d.f. = 1) with the most units showing 424 
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suppression at low contrasts and fewest at the highest contrast. There was no clear trend with 425 

medium contrast in the non-dominant eye (linear regression, slope = 1.04, p = 0.49, d.f. = 1). 426 

One interpretation of this flat line is that it represents a noise floor, as in, weak stimulation of the 427 

non-dominant eye has no measurable impact.  428 

Another way to assess whether the non-dominant eye influences responses of the 429 

dominant eye in a contrast-dependent fashion is to study the binocular modulation of units 430 

showing significant suppression at low contrast in the dominant eye (and high contrast in the 431 

non-dominant eye). While there were only 6 units that showed significant modulation at this 432 

level, their median binocular modulation decreased gradually with increasing contrast in the 433 

dominant eye (Figure 6C, purple line). Assessing binocular modulation with a high contrast 434 

stimulus in the non-dominant eye across all units, there was a similar trend (Figure 6C, black 435 

line). However, this trend did not reach significance after Bonferroni correction (low vs. 436 

medium: Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.067; medium vs. high: Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.86; low 437 

vs. high: Wilcoxon sign-rank, p = 0.032).  438 

 439 

Discussion  440 

As far as we are aware, this is the first study to investigate contrast-dependent binocular 441 

interactions in the LGN of awake macaques. The main finding from this study is that significant 442 

binocular suppression occurs across all major LGN cell classes when the non-dominant eye is 443 

stimulated at high contrast and the dominant eye is stimulated at low contrast. The predominant 444 

effect of this kind of imbalanced binocular stimulation was suppression of LGN visual responses. 445 

This result is congruent with previous work, and reminiscent of findings from psychophysical 446 

and modeling studies that suggest an antagonistic relationship between the two eyes at a 447 
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monocular stage of visual processing (Blake, 1989; Ding and Sperling, 2006; Baker, Meese and 448 

Summers, 2007; Ding and Levi, 2014).  449 

 450 

Relationship to Prior Work  451 

One prior study of LGN units in anesthetized macaques reported binocular interactions 452 

for both P (X) and M (Y) neurons (K neurons were not distinguished) (Marrocco and McClurkin, 453 

1979). A different study tested for changes from baseline firing when a stimulus was presented to 454 

the non-dominant eye alone (non-dominant suppression) and reported binocular modulation only 455 

for M (Y) neurons (Rodieck and Dreher, 1979). We did not test stimulation of the non-dominant 456 

eye alone in the present study. Our results agree with Marrocco and McClurkin (1979) in that we 457 

observed binocular modulation in both P and M neurons. 458 

Binocularly-driven excitatory responses have been reported for ~30% of K neurons in 459 

marmoset monkeys (Cheong et al., 2013; Zeater et al., 2015). In a more recent study, Belluccini 460 

et al. (2019) observed that most marmoset K neurons with excitatory responses to high-contrast 461 

stimuli showed binocular suppression. Consistent with this result, we observed only binocular 462 

suppression at low and medium contrasts in our relatively small sample of macaque K neurons.  463 

The findings reported here are also in accordance with findings of binocular suppression 464 

and facilitation of LGN multiunit activity in awake macaques (Schroeder et al., 1990). These 465 

authors report ~35 – 100% of sites show binocular suppression, with exact percentage depending 466 

on layer, except in layer P4 where no binocular suppression was observed. In the present study, 467 

the highest proportion of total neurons that showed binocular suppression was ~25%, which was 468 

observed using low contrast in the dominant eye. However, given the difference in underlying 469 

signals (population spiking versus single unit activity), it is difficult to compare these measures 470 
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directly. Another consideration is that we compared monocular and binocular stimulation with 471 

drifting gratings of constant luminance that covered the RF, whereas Schroeder et al. (1990) used 472 

a high intensity flash (strobe) stimulus.  473 

In summary, this study and extant literature converge to the conclusion that binocular 474 

interactions in LGN is primarily suppressive in nature. This conclusion extends across 475 

anesthetized macaques and marmosets (Marrocco and McClurkin, 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 476 

1979; Belluccini et al., 2019) as well as cats (Sanderson et al., 1971; Schmielau and Singer, 477 

1977; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979; Xue et al., 1987; Tong et al., 1992; Sengpiel et al., 1995) and 478 

to awake macaques (Schroeder et al., 1990 and the present study). 479 

 480 

Antagonistic relationship between the two eyes  481 

Across the sample, significant binocular modulation occurred only when there was a high 482 

contrast stimulus in the non-dominant eye and low contrast stimulus in the dominant eye.  This 483 

result suggests that LGN neurons in awake primates are inhibited by the eye from which they 484 

receive no direct retinal input when that eye carries a signal much stronger than the eye from 485 

which they receive direct retinal input. Given that most of this modulation was suppressive, the 486 

pattern observed suggests a competitive relationship between the two eyes’ signals at the earliest 487 

level of non-retinal visual processing. 488 

The pattern of binocular modulation observed here is consistent with the phenomenon of 489 

interocular suppression more generally, in that more suppression occurs with greater contrast 490 

differences between the eyes (albeit only when that difference favors the non-dominant eye). The 491 

result reported in this study is also congruent with previous work in the cat that suggested 492 

interocular suppression occurs in about half of cat LGN neurons (Sengpiel et al., 1995).  493 
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Interocular suppression has been suggested to play a major role in binocular rivalry – the 494 

visual phenomenon resembling alternating views of each eye’s perspective that arises when the 495 

images in the two eyes are too different to fuse (Blake, 1989). Note that in this study, we were 496 

exclusively focused on conditions that are known to induce binocular fusion: gratings of 497 

identical spatial position, orientation, spatial frequency and phase that only differed in interocular 498 

contrast. Interocular contrast differences alone are insufficient to induce binocular rivalry (Ding 499 

and Sperling, 2006; Huang, Zhou, Zhou, and Lu, 2010; O’Shea and Crassini, 1982; Kertesz and 500 

Jones, 1970; Ding and Levi, 2017). Prior work in macaques suggest that LGN neurons do not 501 

alter their responses to rivalrous stimuli (Lehky and Maunsell, 1996), yet several human fMRI 502 

studies suggest otherwise (Wunderlich, Schneider, and Kastner, 2005; Haynes, Deichmann, and 503 

Rees, 2005). It thus would be interesting to revisit the role of different types of LGN neurons for 504 

binocular rivalry in future studies that incorporate perceptual report from the animal (Leopold, 505 

Maier, and Logothetis, 2003). 506 

 The results presented here also call to mind models in which the two eyes share a 507 

mutually antagonistic, or competitive, relationship (Blake, 1989; Ding and Sperling, 2006; 508 

Baker, Meese and Summers, 2007; Ding and Levi, 2014): if the eyes compete at a monocular 509 

stage of processing, binocular interactions will be more likely to occur when disparate levels of 510 

contrast are presented to the two eyes. The non-dominant eye can reduce dominant eye responses 511 

to low contrast only if the contrast presented to the non-dominant eye is stronger than the 512 

contrast presented to the dominant eye. On the other hand, the neuron is less susceptible to the 513 

influence of the non-dominant eye if the contrast delivered through both eyes is more or less 514 

equal.  Several models on binocular combination include interocular gain control at a monocular 515 

stage, before the two monocular streams are combined to a binocular signal (Truchard et al., 516 
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2000; Ding and Sperling, 2006; Meese et al., 2006; Baker, Meese & Summers, 2007). Indeed, 517 

the binocular suppression in the LGN we report in this study (see Figure 5B, Figure 6) 518 

qualitatively agrees with predictions for interocular gain control at a monocular stage. Note 519 

however, that binocular suppression was statistically significant for the most extreme interocular 520 

contrast discrepancy only. While these results shed light on the functional architecture 521 

underlying how the two eyes interact at this early stage of visual processing, it is important to 522 

acknowledge the much more extensive binocular interactions that occur under broad stimulus 523 

conditions in primary visual cortex (e.g., Hubel and Wiesel, 1968; Smith, Chino, Ni, and Cheng, 524 

1997; Moradi and Heeger, 2009). Thus, an alternative, albeit not mutually exclusive, explanation 525 

for binocular suppression in the LGN is that the suppression comes about through extraretinal 526 

circuits that mediate gain control in the LGN. For example, LGN contrast gain control has been 527 

shown to be impacted by cooling of visual cortical neurons (Przybyszewski, Gaska, Foote, and 528 

Pollen, 2000). Gain control mechanisms in these or other binocular circuits could impact 529 

responses in LGN neurons through feedback projections.   530 

As mentioned above, binocular suppression in the LGN was statistically significant only 531 

for the most extreme interocular contrast discrepancy, with higher contrast in the non-dominant 532 

eye. In individuals with normal binocular vision, contrast is often matched across the eyes. 533 

However, large interocular contrast differences might occur when one eye is closed, when one 534 

eye’s view is obstructed (e.g., by the nose) or when the eyes are misaligned. Indeed, in 535 

individuals with strabismic amblyopia, mismatched contrasts across the eyes is necessary for 536 

equal performance on psychophysical tasks due to interocular suppression (Li et al., 2011). In 537 

any case, imbalanced contrast conditions created in the laboratory are informative in that they 538 
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shed light on the nature of the (antagonistic) relationship between the two eyes at this early stage 539 

of visual processing. 540 

 541 

Neurophysiological mechanism for binocular modulation in the LGN 542 

Binocular modulation of LGN neurons in primates could arise, among other possibilities, 543 

through 1) local connections within the LGN, 2) connections between the TRN and LGN, or 3) 544 

connections from V1 to the LGN directly or via the TRN (reviewed by Dougherty et al., 2018). 545 

Indeed, the source of binocular LGN modulation may be different for P, M or K neurons, given 546 

the known specificity of corticogeniculate projections to the LGN (Briggs and Usrey, 2009). For 547 

K neurons specifically, binocular modulation could arise through connections between the 548 

superior colliculus and the LGN (Stepniewska et al., 1999; Zeater et al., 2019). Due to the 549 

variance in initial fixation position around the fixation cross (that presumably led to RF shifts 550 

with respect to the sinusoidal grating), we were unable to analyze the onset latency of 551 

modulation to infer the source of the modulation to distinguish between these possibilities. More 552 

work will be needed to determine the source of binocular modulation in the LGN.  553 

In summary, the findings presented in this study build on previous experiments 554 

(Marrocco and McClurkin, 1979; Rodieck and Dreher, 1979; Schroeder et al., 1990; Belluccini 555 

et al., 2019) by showing that a minority of LGN neurons are sensitive to both eyes in awake 556 

primates. The pattern of modulation across contrast levels nevertheless suggests a role of LGN 557 

neurons in suppressing large interocular contrast differences.  558 

 559 

 560 

 561 
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Figure Legends  565 

 566 

Figure 1. Experimental setup. (A) Visual stimuli were presented through a mirror stereoscope 567 

consisting of two pairs of mirrors angled so that the subjects fused the left and right sides of the 568 

display. Animals fixated a central cross that was presented dioptically before a monocularly or 569 

binocularly presented drifting sine-wave grating appeared over the receptive field of the recorded 570 

neurons for 1000-1100 ms. Schematic not shown to scale. (B) Sagittal (left) and axial (right) 571 

MRI of monkey I34 used to guide electrode placement within the well placed over the right 572 

hemisphere’s LGN. (C) to-scale schematic of linear multicontact electrode array in the LGN 573 

(left). In the example session shown, multiunit activity on 9 contacts exhibited monocular, linear 574 

visual responses to the drifting grating, with eye dominance changing across presumed layer 575 

boundaries. Some, but not all, of these spikes were classified as single units (right). See Methods 576 

for details.  577 

 578 

Figure 2. Schematic of autocorrelation-based analysis of LGN linear visual responses. (A) 579 

Note small changes in the onset of responses across trials likely due to small shifts in the 580 

animals’ fixation position (see Methods). Calculation of autocorrelation of the spike train during 581 

the visual stimulation period for example trial. (B) Conversion of autocorrelation into units of 582 

spiking probability as function of lag for single trial. (C) Average spiking probabilities across 583 

trials.   584 

 585 

Figure 3. Neurophysiological characterization of parvocellular (P), magnocellular (M), and 586 

koniocellular (K) LGN neurons.  (A) Waveforms from individual spikes (N >1000) for 587 
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representative P, M, and K units (left). Expected responses across L+M+/L-M-, L-M+/L+M-, and 588 

S+/S- stimulus conditions, expressed in DKL color space for each neuron type (bolder lines 589 

indicate stronger responses) (right). (B) Average spike autocorrelation for L+M+/L-M-, L-590 

M+/L+M-, and S+/S- stimulus conditions (left), average power spectral density (PSD) on the 591 

autocorrelations (center), and the mean power of the PSD at the temporal frequency of the 592 

drifting grating (right) for each example P (top), M (middle), and K unit (bottom). Error bars 593 

indicate SEM. Power is the difference between the power of the signal and the estimated fractal 594 

power (see Methods). Note that the prominent 8 Hz modulation for the 1 cyc/deg 4Hz drifting 595 

L+M-/L-M+ stimulus results from M neurons receiving input from retinal ganglion cells that sum 596 

inputs from L and M cones (see Lee, Martin, Valberg, 1989b). (C) The same units as in (A) with 597 

expected contrast response curve shapes based on published data cited in Results. (D) Same as in 598 

(B) but for different contrast levels, with each line representing a different contrast level, where 599 

darker colors represent lower contrast levels. Data within a range around each contrast point 600 

were averaged (see Methods). 601 

 602 

Figure 4. Mean contrast response functions for putative P, M, and K neurons. Responses at 603 

different contrast levels were normalized between 0 and 1 for each unit, and averaged across 604 

units belonging to each group, with the maximum number of units in each group shown above. 605 

Error bars indicate SEM. Data within a contrast range around each contrast point listed were 606 

averaged (see Methods).  607 

 608 

Figure 5. Binocular modulation occurs with low contrast in the dominant eye. (A) Visual 609 

response difference between monocular and binocular stimulation across all contrast levels for 610 
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all units. Percent difference calculated between monocular and binocular stimulation, with 611 

contrast matched in the dominant eye, shows no effect of stimulating the non-dominant eye. 612 

Black, horizontal dashed line demarcates division between binocular facilitation and suppression. 613 

Maroon, horizontal line marks the median of the distribution. Solid gray represents a non-614 

parametric, kernel smoothing fit to the data. (B) Visual response difference between monocular 615 

and binocular stimulation for high (0.9), medium (0.34), and low (0.12) contrast gratings shown 616 

to the dominant eye, from left to right respectively. Bar graph insets show proportion of 617 

significant units (ROC analysis,  = 0.05) for each P, M, and K samples at respective contrast 618 

levels. Colors as in Figure 4. Light shading of the bars corresponds to facilitated units.   619 

 620 

Figure 6. Comparison of binocular modulation at two different non-dominant eye contrast 621 

levels. (A) Left: Visual response difference between monocular and binocular stimulation with 622 

low (0.12) contrast in the dominant eye and medium (0.34) contrast in the non-dominant eye. 623 

Blue line marks the median of the distribution. Right: Same but with high (0.9) contrast in the 624 

non-dominant eye. Maroon line marks the median of the distribution. Other conventions as in 625 

Figure 5.  (B) Number of units that show suppression (ROC analysis,  = 0.2) across dominant 626 

eye contrast levels with medium (blue) and high (maroon) contrast in the non-dominant eye. (C) 627 

Median binocular modulation as a function of contrast in the dominant eye for units showing 628 

significant modulation (maroon, ROC,  = 0.05, N = 6) with high interocular contrast imbalance 629 

(low contrast dominant eye, high contrast non-dominant eye), as well as across the whole sample 630 

(black line). Error bars are 95% confidence intervals on the medians.   631 
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